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Abstract. Based on the neighboring dual nucleotides, we reduce a DNA sequence into a
plot set in four-dimensional space, and associate with the eigenvalues of the introduced
covariance matrix. The examination of similarities/dissimilarities among the coding se-
quences of the first exon of β-globin gene belonging to eleven species illustrates the utility
of our approach.

1 Introduction

One important task in the study of genome sequences is to determine densities of
specific nucleotides and to understand the implications for exons or coding regions. Mathe-
matical analysis of the large volume genomic DNA sequence data is one of the challenges for
bio-scientists. Thus more and more mathematical methods are applied in the gene research.
Graphical representation of DNA sequence provides a simple way of viewing, sorting and
comparing various gene structures. In recent years several authors outlined different graph-
ical representation of DNA sequences based on 2-D, 3-D or 4D[1-5,7-15]. These techniques
provide useful insights into local and global characteristics and the occurrences, variations
and repetition of the nucleotides along a sequence which are not as easily obtainable by other
methods. Based on these graphical representation, several authors outlined some approaches
to make comparison of DNA sequences[6, 16-21]. In most of these approaches, the L/L matrix
and leading eigenvalues of L/L matrices are used. For a long sequence, the computation is
complicated. And in all the presented approaches, authors only consider a simple nucleotide
which corresponds a plot in space. Recently, Qi[22] introduced a 2D graphical representation
of DNA sequence based on dual nucleotides. But the coordinates of the plot is large and
artificial.

Here, in order to provide a direct and simple approach that can display the features
of DNA sequences, we consider the properties of the neighboring dual nucleotides and make
analysis of similarities among the coding sequences of the first exon of β-globin gene belonging
to eleven species[17]. A covariance matrix is applied in making comparison of DNA sequence.
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2 Mathematical model

As we all know, the four DNA bases A,C,G and T can be divided into three classes:
purine R={A,G}/pyrimidine Y={C,T},amino M={A,C}/keto K={G,T}, and weak-H bond
W={A,T}/strong-H bong S={C,G} according to their chemical properties. By considering
neighboring two bases, we can obtain sixteen combinations: AG,GA,CT,TC,AC,CA,GT,TG,
AT,TA,CG,GC, AA,CC,GG and TT. Consequently, we obtain dual nucleotides set:
{AG,GA,CT,TC,AC,CA,GT,TG,AT,TA,CG,GC,AA,CC,GG, TT}. According to their che-
mical properties, the dual nucleotides can be divided into four classes: purine dual nucleotides
{AG,GA}/pyrimidine dual nucleotides{CT,TC},amino dual nucleotides{AC,CA}/keto dual
nucleotides{TG,GT},weak-H bond dual nucleotides{AT,TA}/strong-H bong dual nucleotides
{CG,GC},and repeat dual nucleotides{AA,CC,GG,TT}.

Based on the above four class dual nucleotides sets, we present a mathematical model
which translates a nucleotide into a plot in the four-dimensional space. In detail, let G =
g1g2 . . . gn be an arbitrary DNA primary sequence. Then we define a map φ, which maps G
into a plot set. So that we will reduce a DNA sequence into a series of nodes P0 , P1 , P2 ,
. . . , Pn−1 , whose coordinates xi, yi, zi, si(i = 1, 2, . . . , n−1, where n is the length of the DNA
sequence being studied) satisfy ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

xi = AGi+GAi+CTi+TCi
i

yi = ACi+CAi+GTi+TGi
i

zi = ATi+TAi+CGi+GCi
i

si = AAi+CCi+GGi+TTi
i

where AGi, GAi, CTi, TCi, ACi, CAi, GTi, TGi, ATi, TAi, CGi, GCi, AAi, CCi, GGi and TTi

are the cumulative occurrence numbers of AG,GA,CT,TC,AC,CA,GT,TG,AT,TA,CG,GC,
AA,CC,GG and TT, respectively, in the subsequence from the 1st base to the i-th base in
the sequence. We define AG0 = GA0 = CT0 = TC0 = AC0 = CA0 = GT0 = TG0 = AT0 =
TA0 = CG0 = GC0 = AA0 = CC0 = GG0 = TT0 = 0.

3 Similarity analysis

For any sequence, we have a set of points (xi, yi, zi, si), i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n− 1, where n is
the length of the sequence. The coordinates of the geometrical center of the points, denoted
by x0, y0, z0 and s0, may be calculated as follows:

x0 =
1

n − 1

n−1∑
i=1

xi , y0 =
1

n − 1

n−1∑
i=1

yi , z0 =
1

n − 1

n−1∑
i=1

zi , s0 =
1

n − 1

n−1∑
i=1

si (1)

We construct a covariance matrix CM, where, CM =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
CMxx CMxy CMxz CMxs

CMyx CMyy CMyz CMys

CMzx CMzy CMzz CMzs

CMsx CMsy CMsz CMss

⎞⎟⎟⎠.
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And the element of covariance matrix are defined:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

CMxx = 1
n−1

∑n−1
1 (xi − x0)(xi − x0)

CMxy = 1
n−1

∑n−1
1 (xi − x0)(yi − y0) = CMyx

CMxz = 1
n−1

∑n−1
1 (xi − x0)(zi − z0) = CMzx

CMxs = 1
n−1

∑n−1
1 (xi − x0)(si − s0) = CMsx

CMyy = 1
n−1

∑n−1
1 (yi − y0)(yi − y0)

CMyz = 1
n−1

∑n−1
1 (yi − y0)(zi − z0) = CMzy

CMys = 1
n−1

∑n−1
1 (yi − y0)(si − s0) = CMsy

CMzz = 1
n−1

∑n−1
1 (zi − z0)(zi − z0)

CMzs = 1
n−1

∑n−1
1 (zi − z0)(si − s0) = CMsz

CMss = 1
n−1

∑n−1
1 (si − s0)(si − s0)

(2)

The above four numbers give a quantitative description of a set of point (xi, yi, zi, si), i =
1, 2, . . . , n − 1, scattering in a four-dimensional space. The eigenvalues of CM are applied to
make analysis of similarity. In Table 1, the first exon-1 of the b-globin gene for 11 different
species are listed, which were reported by Randic et al. [17]. In table 2, we list the eigenvalues
belonging to 11 species.

Table 1: The coding sequences of the first exon of β-globin gene of eleven different species
Species Coding sequence
human ATGGTGCACCTGACTCCTGAGGAGAAGTCTGCCGTTACTGCCCTGTGGGGCAAGGT

GAACGTGGATTAAGTTGGTGGTGAGGCCCTGGGCAG
Goat ATGCTGACTGCTGAGGAGAAGGCTGCCGTCACCGGCTTCTGGGGCAAGGTGAAAGT

GGATGAAGTTGGTGCTGAGGCCCTGGGCAG
Opossum ATGGTGCACTTGACTTCTGAGGAGAAGAACTGCATCACTACCATCTGGTCTAAGGT

GCAGGTTGACCAGACTGGTGGTGAGGCCCTTGGCAG
Gallus ATGGTGCACTGGACTGCTGAGGAGAAGCAGCTCATCACCGGCCTCTGGGGCAAGGT

CAATGTGGCCGAATGTGGGGCCGAAGCCCTGGCCAG
Lemmur ATGACTTTGCTGAGTGCTGAGGAGAATGCTCATGTCACCTCTCTGTGGGGCAAGGT

GGATGTAGAGAAAGTTGGTGGCGAGGCCTTGGGCAG
Mouse ATGGTTGCACCTGACTGATGCTGAGAAGTCTGCTGTCTCTTGCCTGTGGGCAAAGG

TGAACCCCGATGAAGTTGGTGGTGAGGCCCTGGGCAGG
Rabbit ATGGTGCATCTGTCCAGTGAGGAGAAGTCTGCGGTCACTGCCCTGTGGGGCAAGGT

GAATGTGGAAGAAGTTGGTGGTGAGGCCCTGGGC
Rat ATGGTGCACCTAACTGATGCTGAGAAGGCTACTGTTAGTGGCCTGTGGGGAAAGGT

GAACCCTGATAATGTTGGCGCTGAGGCCCTGGGCAG
Gorilla ATGGTGCACCTGACTCCTGAGGAGAAGTCTGCCGTTACTGCCCTGTGGGGCAAGGT

GAACGTGGATGAAGTTGGTGGTGAGGCCCTGGGCAGG
Bovine ATGCTGACTGCTGAGGAGAAGGCTGCCGTCACCGCCTTTTGGGGCAAGGTGAAA

GTGGATGAAGTTGGTGGTGAGGCCCTGGGCAG
Chimpanzee ATGGTGCACCTGACTCCTGAGGAGAAGTCTGCCGTTACTGCCCTGTGGGGCAAGGTG

AACGTGGATGAAGTTGGTGGTGAGGCCCTGGGCAGGTTGGTATCAAGG

In order to facilitate the quantitative comparison of different species in terms of their
collective parameters, we introduce an angle scale as defined below. Suppose that there
are two species i and j, the parameters are λi

1, λ
i
2, λ

i
3, λ

i
4, λ

j
1, λ

j
2, λ

j
3, λ

j
4, respectively, where

λi
1, λ

i
2, λ

i
3, λ

i
4 are the four eigenvalues of matrix CMi corresponding to species i. We will illus-

trate the use of the 4-D quantitative characterization of DNA sequence with an examination
of similarities/dissimilarties among the eleven species. We construct a four-component vector
consisting of the four eigenvalues of matrix CM. The underlying assumption is that if two
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Table 2: The eigenvalues of the first exon of β-globin gene belonging to eleven species

λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4

Human 0 0.0037 0.0094 0.0207
Goat 0 0.0042 0.0088 0.0215
Gallus 0 0.0048 0.0117 0.0182

Opossum 0 0.0014 0.0094 0.0225
Lemur 0 0.0030 0.0033 0.0140
Mouse 0 0.0039 0.0098 0.0179
Rabbit 0 0.0040 0.0069 0.0201

Rat 0 0.0032 0.0091 0.0142
Bovine 0 0.0045 0.0123 0.0224
Gorilla 0 0.0031 0.0094 0.0206

Chimpanzee 0 0.0034 0.0083 0.0182

vectors point to a similar direction in the four-dimensional space, and then the two DNA
sequences represented by the four-component vectors are similar. The similarities among
such vectors can be computed by calculating the cosine of the angle between the vectors.
The cosine of θij between the two vectors is:

cos(θij) =
λi

1λ
j
1 + λi

2λ
j
2 + λi

3λ
j
3 + λi

4λ
j
4√

(λi
1)2 + (λi

2)2 + (λi
3)2 + (λi

4)2
√

(λj
1)2 + (λj

2)2 + (λj
3)2 + (λj

4)2
(3)

The larger cosine is, the more similar are the DNA sequences. That is to say, the
cosine between evolutionary closely related species is larger, while those between evolutionary
disparate species are smaller.

Observing Table 3, we find that the more similar species pairs are Chimpanzee ∼
Human,Chimpanzee ∼ Gorilla, Gorilla ∼ Human and Mouse ∼ Bovine, while Lemur and
Opossum are dissimilarity to others. The similar results can be found in references[6,16,17,21].

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the properties of the neighboring dual nucleotides and
outlined an approach to make analysis of DNA sequences. It is useful for computational
scientists and biologists to visualize the local and global features of long or short DNA
sequences. The advantage of our method is that also allow visual inspection of data based
on dual nucleotides and the computation is simple. Comparing the previous methods, the
advantage of our method is that for a long sequence, a large D/D matrix or a large L/L
matrix is needn’t computed, while the computation of the covariance matrix is simple, and
we considered the properties of the neighboring dual nucleotides not a single nucleotide, more
information will be obtained.
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Table 3: The similarity/dissimilarity matrix for the coding sequences based on the cosine of the angle
between the 4-component vectors consisting the eigenvalues of the CM matrices

Species Human Goat Gallus Opossum Lemur Mouse Rabbit Rat Bovine Gorilla Chimpan

Human 1.0000 0.9992 0.9883 0.9941 0.9807 0.9969 0.9953 0.9897 0.9971 0.9997 1.0000

Goat 1.0000 0.9832 0.9926 0.9878 0.9938 0.9984 0.9841 0.9937 0.9983 0.9992

Gallus 1.0000 0.9721 0.9453 0.9972 0.9718 0.9995 0.9967 0.9867 0.9889

Opossum 1.0000 0.9759 0.9860 0.9897 0.9767 0.9876 0.9964 0.9933

Lemur 1.000 0.9652 0.9951 0.9453 0.9644 0.9789 0.9808

Mouse 1.0000 0.9860 0.9977 0.9999 0.9960 0.9972

Rabbit 1.0000 0.9725 0.9857 0.9941 0.9953

Rat 1.0000 0.9977 0.9889 0.9901

Bovine 1.0000 0.9966 0.9973

Gorilla 1.0000 0.9995

Chimp 1.0000
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